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keypoints  [513]. keys  [349]. keystroke  [1438]. keyword  
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password-guessing [3286]. passwords [675]. past [1797]. patching
[431, 887, 2602]. patent [1065]. path
[12, 155, 258, 264, 275, 403, 495, 546, 662, 800, 959, 1087, 1140, 1252, 1493, 1603,
1724, 1805, 1919, 1939, 2141, 2358, 2480, 2535, 2679, 2741]. path-based [403].
path-traceable [495]. Paths [963, 1092, 1270, 1706, 1937, 2318]. pathways
26]. Patient [76, 587, 2941]. Patient-centered [76, 2941]. Patients
[2264, 2281, 2291]. pattern
[115, 515, 1450, 1462, 1587, 1706, 1937, 2318]. Patterns
[332, 530, 604, 844, 868, 1004, 1478, 2262, 2359, 2634]. PAVE [2150]. pay
[42, 661, 2091]. pay-as-you-use [42]. pay-per-use [2091]. pay-TV [661].
payload [2067, 2175, 2760, 3045, 3232]. payload-based [2175]. payment
[276, 331, 337, 421, 432, 437, 452, 495, 500, 519, 537, 566, 575, 581, 668, 694, 752, 806, 839,
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[59, 571, 796, 1219, 1602]. people-centric [1602]. per-port [2649]. perceived
[2762]. perceptual [693]. percolation [1499]. Performability [3102].
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2247, 2271, 2371, 2371, 2431, 2434, 2452, 2502, 2544, 2590, 2625, 2635, 2660, 2728,
2744, 2787, 2806, 2868, 3030, 3049, 3124, 3137, 3216, 3235]. performance [70,
638, 954, 994, 1237, 1491, 2008, 2180, 2181, 2299, 2334, 2682, 2903, 3061, 3238].
Performance-aware [1834, 2903]. Performance-to-Power [3216].
performances [967, 1320]. perimeter [1496, 1671]. period [1300]. periodic
[2262, 2388]. periodically [1529]. permission [2652]. permissions [84].
permutation [1210]. persistence [2383]. person [578, 1571].
person-to-person [1571]. personal [497, 503, 852, 1650, 1743]. personality
[512]. personalization [877, 2833]. personalized
[138, 480, 979, 1138, 1212, 1565, 1892, 2150]. Perspective
[274, 765, 769, 783, 953, 1185, 1375, 1569, 1888, 2030, 2534, 2702, 2709, 2797, 2846, 2914,
3016, 3189]. Perspectives
[1611, 2017, 2041, 2186, 2343, 2893]. Pervasive
[236, 325, 362, 571, 607, 644, 794, 909, 1134, 1396, 1403, 1453, 1467, 1948, 1951,
1955, 2378, 2859, 2906]. PETAL [1903]. Petri [1494, 2430, 2668]. PGFit
[2652]. PGTCN [3286]. PGWL [1620]. PHAODV [1321]. phase
[1705, 1930, 2951]. phenomena [3178]. phenotype [453]. phishing
[675, 961, 3255]. phone [1438, 1608, 1712, 2218]. phones [1285]. Physical


1839, 1852, 1961, 2041, 2068, 2079, 2249, 2265, 2343, 2394, 2419, 2483, 2521, 2551, 2571, 2592, 2657, 2692, 2808, 2898, 2964, 3068, 3113, 3151, 3273, 3287.

scheduled-links [1615]. scheduler [1013, 1405, 1491, 3145]. schedules [1230].

[103, 197, 399, 548, 1012, 1126, 1180, 2814, 2852]. security-related

[1315, 2393].

**sedentary** [307]. SEEDGT [3138]. seeking [1262]. segment [277, 2754].

segmentations [2357]. segments [375, 2191]. Selection


[615, 928, 1023, 1042, 1315, 2393]. selectors [3233]. Self


[40, 610, 755, 795, 925, 1062, 1064, 1134, 1271, 1290, 1380, 1547, 1551, 1589, 1855, 1869, 1888, 2096, 2379, 2603, 2755, 2827, 3298]. Semantic-aware [2063].

semantic-based [795]. semantical [1892]. Semi

[768, 1000, 1503, 2235, 2415, 2723, 3125]. Semi-Distributed [1503].


semi-supervised [2415, 2723]. semipublic [243]. sender [437, 1505, 2658].

sender-initiated [2658]. sender-oriented [1505]. SENSE [1228].

Sensing [449, 792, 955, 1266, 1318, 1328, 1377, 1541, 1543, 1651, 1738, 1748, 1754, 1824, 1869, 1900, 2047, 2105, 2146, 2178, 2180, 2200, 2284, 2328, 2388, 2455, 2475, 2528, 2551, 2613, 2718, 2821, 2859, 3063, 3194, 3196, 3235]. sensing-based [2180].

sensitive [844, 868, 1142, 1236, 1593, 2231, 3109]. sensitivity [1004, 1825]. sensitivity-based [1825]. Sensor


   Shedding [2249]. shock [2565]. short [140, 1464, 2117, 2189].
   short-distance [1464]. shortest [546, 1820, 1919, 2141, 2318].
   shortest-paths [2318]. should [161]. show [674]. shut [1336]. side
   [1136, 1278, 1460, 1719, 2042, 2350, 2497, 2730, 2865, 2952]. Sidechain [2623].
   sided [3028]. SIFT [513]. sightseeing [1212]. sign [404, 824]. sign-on
   [404, 824]. signal [155, 1051, 1300, 1408, 1993, 2953, 3179]. signal-based
   signature [486, 494, 516, 579, 905, 1477, 1908, 3234]. signature-based
   [1908]. signatures [834, 2123]. signcryption [772]. signed [2395]. significant
   [87]. Similarity [209, 795, 1567, 2002, 2395, 3197]. Simple
   [276, 793, 1178, 1251, 1907]. simplification [884]. simulated [102, 206].
   Simulation
   [76, 230, 238, 254, 326, 413, 607, 642, 1127, 1161, 1168, 1231, 1557, 1558, 2036].
   simulation-based [326, 1545]. simulations [1878]. simulator [5, 2851].
   simulators [771]. SINET [1938]. single
   [363, 404, 570, 606, 624, 824, 947, 1277, 2276, 2293, 2590, 2703, 3271]. single-bit
   Singular [16]. sink [1151, 1493, 1620, 2180, 2342, 2565, 2600, 3062].
   sinkhole [1449]. sinks [944]. SINR [1820]. SIONA [1393]. SIP
   [369, 468, 485, 943, 1217, 1544]. SIP-based [369, 1544]. site [67, 1875]. sites
   [400, 1085, 2091]. situation [325, 2520]. situation-aware [325]. situational
   [2199]. situations [2397, 3297]. size [463, 1116, 1221, 1512, 1812, 1882]. sized
   Skewly [1401]. skyline [563]. Skype [2453, 2721]. SLA [1307, 1831].
   SLA-based [1307]. slave [2843]. sleep [1514, 1535, 1823, 1864].
   sleep-scheduling [1823]. sleeping [2276]. slice [2331]. slicing
   [1245, 2505, 2687, 3021]. sliding [1484]. slot [395, 474, 2713]. slots [1773].
   slotted [431, 2392, 3223]. slow [691, 1326, 3191, 3293]. slow-rate [3191, 3293].
   slow-start [691]. SlowDoS [2870]. SMAC [1022]. SMAC-based [1022].
   Small [385, 910, 2862, 2935, 3183]. small-cell [3183]. small-scale [385].
   SMART [159, 273, 483, 560, 629, 811, 853, 856, 1018, 1056, 1260, 1296, 1323, 1356, 1438, 1466, 1554, 1556, 1557, 1559, 1560, 1733, 1745, 1778, 1809, 1813, 1895, 2070, 2155, 2218, 2279, 2299, 2303, 2316, 2331, 2349, 2406, 2421, 2456, 2460, 2462, 2464, 2472, 2479, 2481, 2484, 2486, 2487, 2500, 2504, 2507, 2514, 2516, 2560, 2566, 2576, 2646, 2659, 2665, 2684, 2696, 2699, 2766, 2818, 2819, 2891, 2897, 2908, 2916, 2930, 2956, 2977, 3048, 3061, 3096, 3173, 3215, 3246, 3260, 3296]. smartcard
   [52]. SmartDR [2832]. SmartEdge [2500]. SmartITS [2085]. Smartphone
   [1519, 1631, 1663, 1840, 1885, 2085, 2109, 2209, 2264, 2533, 3172, 3185].
   Smartphone-based [1519, 1631, 1885, 2085, 2264]. smartphone-embedded
   [3185]. smartphones [1288, 1702, 2278, 2408, 2487, 2689, 2765].
   SmartSteganography [2766]. SmartValidator [3143]. smileys [674]. SMS
[605, 750, 1501, 2991, 3015]. square [1002]. SRA [1042]. SRA-MSDU [1042].
stability [422, 685, 926, 1155, 1351, 2026]. stability-based [685, 2026].
stabilize [1006]. stable [218, 322, 2918]. stack [2018]. Stackelberg [2215].
stacking [3009]. stage [435, 786, 1011, 1092, 1301, 2223, 2704, 2847, 3011, 3145].
standard [615, 664]. standardization [67, 1809]. Standards
[824, 1290, 3246]. standards-based [824]. star [570, 606]. Starfish [2342].
start [691]. starvation [139]. starvation-free [139]. State
[323, 498, 996, 1011, 1123, 1155, 1196, 1309, 1453, 1460, 1506, 1574, 1684, 1740, 1763, 2069, 2212, 2232, 2303, 2330, 2623, 2703, 2745, 2769, 2771, 2808, 2837, 2866, 2974, 2983, 2987, 3029, 3203]. State-of-art [2745]. State-of-the-Art
[1309, 1453, 1460, 1506, 1684, 1740, 1763, 2069, 2212, 2232, 2303, 2771, 2866, 3029].
Stateful [286, 2035, 2429]. stateless [2426]. static
[987, 1131, 1510, 1927, 2652, 2781]. station [2320, 2561]. stationary [2946].
stations [1614, 2228, 2276, 2881, 3055]. statistic [1152]. statistic-based
[1152]. statistical [258, 555, 1226, 1245]. statistics [710]. statistics-based
[710]. Status [1054, 1467, 1865, 1961, 2041, 2476, 2591]. STBC [1023].
Stealthy [2007]. Steering [2198]. steganographic [1622]. steganography
[785, 2766]. step [1636, 2552]. stimulation [1451]. stitching [959, 1475].
Stochastic [804, 1879, 2812, 3102, 3140]. stochastical [2803]. stone [2094].
[220, 249, 281, 528, 1352, 1566, 1630, 1852, 2107, 2126, 2683, 3032, 3203].
stream-based [2107]. streamed [295]. Streaming
[3108]. stride [1450]. stride- [1450]. strings [506]. strong [858, 1477, 1595].
Structural [141, 167–170, 172, 173, 929, 1917]. Structure
[11, 1018, 1112, 1371]. Structure-free [1018, 1112]. structured [32, 537].
Structures [1140, 2123, 2185, 3254]. Structuring [174]. Student [101, 1437].
Student-oriented [1437]. students [1213]. studies [33]. Study
[37, 235, 391, 453, 460, 494, 583, 759, 857, 897, 994, 1127, 1166, 1231, 1235, 1246].
SU-MIMO [2213]. Sub
[515, 651, 1135, 1183, 1878, 3268]. Sub-beat [3268]. sub-communities [1183].
sub-department [1135]. sub-optimal [1878]. sub-pattern [515].
sub-query [651]. subband [568]. subchannel [1762]. subgraph [3264].
subject [64]. subjective [2179]. subscribe [653]. subscriber [1614].
subscription [1062]. subset [576]. subspace [564, 900]. Subsystems [2155].
subtopic [2827]. subtraction [1136]. successful [161]. suggesting [1821].
Suitability [1117, 2933]. sum [2009]. summarization [1109]. Super
[668, 2778]. Super-peer-based [668]. super-resolution [2778].
superposition [787]. supervised [1825, 2199, 2415, 2462, 2723, 2765, 3009].
supported [107, 388, 695, 841, 1803, 3290]. Supporting
[592, 999, 1346, 2100, 2468]. Survivable [256, 277, 344, 469, 1027, 3186].
suspicious [3259]. sustainable [1008, 1915, 2893]. SVM [2934].
SVM-based [2934]. Swarm [637, 679, 682, 806, 881, 914, 977, 1129, 1257, 1423, 1710, 2142, 2230, 2503, 3025, 3071, 3174]. swarm-based [806]. swarming
[1650]. swindle [1169]. swipe [2765]. swipe-based [2765]. switch

Throwboxes [2014]. Throughput [360, 464, 802, 809, 843, 989, 1558, 1771, 1790, 2637].


Time-based [2091]. time-bounded [2368]. time-constrained [1287].

time-correlated [1177]. time-critical [1918]. time-dependent [1919].

time-lagged [1469]. Time-optimized [2378, 2612]. time-selective [1023]. 

time-slot [395]. time-triggered [670]. Timeline [3225].


together [760]. token [70, 2099]. token- [70]. tolerance [1038, 1296, 1584, 2541, 2824, 3103]. Tolerant [1936].


Traceability [3154]. traceable [495]. traceback [410, 750, 1086].


YJNCA [2591, 2721].
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